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A lot of saying or shall we say quotes about the proper waste disposal one of the example
is “how to dispose your garbage properly” this saying or quotes says that we should maintain
cleanliness or quoted says that we should clean in our environment because cleanliness is the
next to godliness. But still people don’t care about this. And as well as our mother earth.
Although we are already aware about global warming and also we’ve experiencing different
calamities such us typhoon earthquake, tornado. But they don’t think why is the happening some
says that it made by our creator. Yet they don’t know people did it because of throwing garbage
anywhere and the different of this some of the part of our earth is already destroy.
Yet is not to late they our several ways to save mother earth although we can’t prevent of
using technologist but still we can save mother earth in a simple ways one is due by the Republic
Act 9003 the ecological waste management otherwise known as the waste disposal by separating
the bio-degradable and non-biodegradable we our already know this things but still we human
being ignore this although calamities is always present. We experienced this because our mother
earth is already destroyed, so we are experiencing calamities such as typhoon, earthquake,
tornado, not only calamities but decease also such as cancer of the skin so while the time is not to
late I’m know encouraging the youth to plant trees, avoid throwing of garbage anywhere because
I believe that in the near future they will be the one to take care of our mother earth and I hope
that year comes and day passed by mother earth will back with the normal beauty that she has
and calamities will minimize this simple ways to save mother earth.

